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1. Motivation

6. Discussion
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• Despite its central role for regional ecology, air quality
and global climate change, the ﬁre regime of the North
American boreal forest has not been studied to a
signiﬁcant degree via imaging spectroscopy
• Likewise, aerial hyperspectral surveys (using, for
example, AVIRIS) of active ﬁres are not available in the
Alaskan circum‐polar North
• EO‐1 Hyperion data, despite its high noise, is a good
test case for future satellite‐borne and airborne
capabilities
Science questions:
•Can the spectral information be used to distinguish
ﬁre‐related landcover classes (high‐intensity ﬁre, low‐
intensity ﬁre, fresh burn scar, unburnt forest, other)?
•What is the best method to detect ﬁre using imaging
spectroscopy data?
•How can sub‐pixel information (temperature,
fractional area be extracted?
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4. Methods

Results:
• Fire detection using modiﬁed HFDI and CO2 CIBR in
combination is successful.
• Band selection for HFDI can be initialized from ﬁre
pixels determined by unsupervised classiﬁcation.
• Iteratively, the detected ﬁre pixels are used to reﬁne
the sample selection used as input for clustering. Initially,
we used a heuristic at‐sensor radiance threshold in a
suitable SWIR band.
• Fire‐related landcover classiﬁcation with clustering (5
or 6 clusters) reveals a landcover class adjacent to and
ahead of the active ﬁre which, even though unburnt
vegetation, shows distinct spectral diﬀerences from
both unaﬀected and burnt vegetation.
Ongoing work and current goals:
1. Quantify stability and quality of clustering output
2. Quantify uncertainty in temperature and fractional ﬁre
area retrieval

2. Study Areas

Future outlook:
• Availablity of an airborne sensor (Hyspex) will allow
better assessment of low‐intensity burns and ﬁre‐
adjacent unburnt forest as well as emissions, in
conjunction with optical, FLIR and aerosol particle
mesasurements.
• HyspIRI... methods will be useful.

Two large ﬁre events during dry high‐ﬁre years.
Both strongly impacted Fairbanks air quality.
• North: 2004 Boundary Fire
• South: 2009 Wood River 1 Fire

Processing workflow

The highlighted steps are the object of this presentation

Obtain Hyperion
scenes, preprocessing,
generate subsets
Determine fire
candidate pixels via
radiance threshold

SWIR band 210
(2.254 μm)

Generate, buffer
polygons; generate
samples of array
indices for samples

On samples fire buffer:
unsupervised
classification
(clustering)

K-means
Agglomerative
hierarchical

On buffers: Generate
fire detection criteria,
calculate and combine
indices

HFDI, CO2 CIBR
decision tree

Generate MODTRAN
transmissivity

Linear spectral mixture
(emitted and reflected)
for T retrieval

Damped leastsquares fitting

The work is currently in progress. The scope is:

2004 Boundary ﬁre:
combined ﬁre detection.

The bands
selected to
calculate HDFI
were
determined by
using a 2‐
component
Gaussian
Mixture Model

Example of
cluster centers
after K‐Means
clustering
based on
mixed sample
of ﬁre and
vicinity pixels

3. Data
2004goes
Boundary:
•• Stuﬀ
here EO‐1 Hyperion
of July 19, 2004 (and L7
•EO1H0690142004201
blah
ETM+ LE70690142004201EDC01): moderately
dense black spruce (Picea mariana) on hilly
topography, some alpine tundra.
• 2009 Wood River 1 : EO‐1 Hyperion
EO1H0690142009214 of August 2, 2009 (and L7
ETM+ LE70690152009214EDC00): sparser
black spruce and brushwork and located on
the Tanana River ﬂoodplain on military land.

• Fire‐related landcover classiﬁcation uses a machine‐
learning approach and only the SWIR part of the spectra:
K‐means and hierarchical clustering (agglomerative) are
suitable. Restarting the algorithm multiple (N=100) times
helps escape local minima.
• Fire detection: We developed suitable modiﬁcations to
the Hyperspectral Fire Detection Index (HFDI). Mod‐
HFDI threholds are determined by ﬁtting a Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) and selecting cut‐oﬀs based on
the "ﬁre pixel" HFDI standard deviation.
•The CO2 Continuum Interpolated Band Ratio (CIBR) is
aﬀected by sensor noise. High‐intensity ﬁre is detected,
but there are false positives. CIBR and HFDI can be
combined using machine learning (decision tree)
• Ka‐emission based ﬁre detection did not yield results,
likely due to excessive sensor noise.
• Sub‐pixel T and fractional area retrieval via spectral
mixture model.
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